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I. Summary of Activities 
 
 
Our annual meeting at Boston was very well-attended. We discussed ongoing communication issues that 
have ensued after the disbanding of the SCMS list-serv facility. The SCMS website (access to which 
requires paid up membership) and Facebook (which some people prefer to avoid) have been found by our 
members to be inadequate replacements for the list-serv, and we have not yet found the right platform to 
facilitate communication among our many constitutents.

This year alongside sponsored panels, we put special effort into curating a program of queer films to 
screen at SCMS, as a supplement to scholarly panels. At the meeting, Curran Nault was formally elected 
as Screening Co-ordinator for next year. We have a specific request/proposal related to this laid out in 
section III of this report.

The Queer Caucus mentoring program continues to run, and the second cycle is underway, with many 
reports of successful pairings. We are trying to find a way to sustain the program without the 
administrative burden on the caucus co-chairs and secretary becoming overly onerous.

We hosted an evening reception in the hotel bar at SCMS Boston, which was attended by well over one 
hundred caucusees and their friends.

II. Brief Summary of Upcoming Activities (no more than a-half page)
 
Upcoming activities were fully addressed in the interim report submitted in September 2011.

III. Bulleted Questions/Issues for SCMS Board of Directors’ consideration (if any)

The first two of these issues were already raised in our interim report in September; the last came up at 
the annual meeting in March:

 •  It would be helpful if SCMS members could communicate with one another through the website even 
if fees are not paid.  Also, if caucus administrators could control the content of the caucus newsletters, 
that would be tremendously useful. Finally, emails generated through the SCMS website caucus pages are 
received as if sent from the sender’s individual email account (they thus appear to be private emails). It 
would be great if a default subject line prefix could be included showing that they are group 
communications (eg Subject: [SCMS queer caucus list-serv] … “ Also, we are not clear on whether ALL 
members can email all others through the SCMS site, or if only group administrators can do this. Ideally, 
we would want a system which would allow for any caucus member to email the caucus without the 
mediation of an administrator.   

•  It might be worth considering allotting ten official sponsorships to each caucus given the expansion of 
the conference program. (Many more panels than usual this year, but still only eight sponsorships 
allowed.)   

• We put a lot of effort this year into curating two programs of short films of specific interest to our 
caucus members and others working in queer film and media. The programs were designed to function 
as discrete and coherent events. The SCMS screening program committee accepted almost all of the 
proposed films, but broke them up and screened individual shorts before other features which were not 
proposed by us. We fully understand the reasons for doing this, and respect the fine (and also difficult) 
programming work of the screening committee; however we think it would be great if caucuses could 



propose their own programs of shorts, or else hybrid screenings/panels as special caucus events, 
allowing them to retain autonomy over the programming. These would not be conventional scholarly 
panels, but might also include presentations and facilitated discussion, on the model of workshops. The 
focus, however, would be on the screening of new material by queer film and media makers. Our 
Caucus members agreed that this would be a fine idea, since it would be great to view this work in the 
company of one’s otherwise widely dispersed colleagues working in the field, but there currently seems 
to be no way to do this, since all screening proposals have to go through the external committee, where 
each film is assessed independently, rather than being considered as a part of a coherent program. If 
there were some way that Caucuses could propose events other than panels — one example of which 
might be short film programs such as the ones I have been describing — this would create a great 
platform for Caucuses to build scholarly conversations among their shared communities, which in many 
cases only come together once a year, at SCMS. We see real potential in this idea for enriching the 
functioning of the Caucuses, beyond traditional panel sponsorship.


